Executive Protection Service
Stratis Secure offer a full and comprehensive Executive Close
Protection Service whether for a short term visit to a city or
region or a longer term commitment to augment and enhance
your existing personal security provision. All our operators are
individually selected and have a wealth of relevant experience,

Security Consultancy

excellent local knowledge and an array of both technical and
physical tools to supplement the service to our clients.

Identifying risks and planning to mitigate for them requires
‘All Operators hold current SIA (Security Industry Association)

specialist skills and a total understanding of your business. At

licenses in accordance with UK legal requirements’.

Stratis Secure we possess those skills and are able to give a
variety of considered, intelligent options and solutions to our
clients. Post consultation, or following one of the services listed,
we are then able to recommend the appropriate strategies and
processes to solve these issues or at least reduce the risk level
posed by them.

Short Term Tasks
Andrew Brown, Director of Special Projects at Stratis Secure,

Should it be only a short visit to a city or region, you can rely

started his career in the Close Protection Unit of the Royal

on Stratis Secure to manage your trip efficiently with your

Military Police based at Longmoor. He has an extensive

welfare and security being our sole concern. You will receive

background in the field of security and close protection with

a full analytical appraisal of current security factors which will

over 16 years of experience in real world situations.

be faced by us at every step and recommendations of how to

Since leaving the forces Andrew has worked directly in
both the commercial and private sectors working on and

counter any issues identified. Our staff and equipment being
employed to suit your total requirements.

managing security for individual clients and their families
all over the world including high net worth, Government,

Full Term Projects

Royalty, Military and Foreign Office projects.
Should your organisation require long term projected support,
Andrew also has an impressive training background having

Stratis Secure can offer a number of options; from a lone

delivered personalised training courses to many Overseas

member of our team integrated within your staff to a fully

Governments and Royal Protection Details.

equipped cohesive unit to add a wealth of experience ensuring

Stratis Management and their Operators are all Tier 1
level experienced CPO’s and Security Consultants with
backgrounds as you would expect from ex-specialist units
of the UK Armed Forces and Police. All have achieved the
highest calibre of training and have vast, relevant experience
as well as being UK Government Licensed with the SIA.

your interests are safe guarded.

Executive Residential Surveys
Exclusive residences are regularly targeted by unwanted media or criminal elements.
Stratis Secure can conduct full Physical and Technical Surveys of high profile residences
or places of work in order to determine any weaknesses from which a Security Risk
Assessment is drawn up. Stratis Secure can also check and advise on how any current
security systems could be improved at these locations.
Threats against VIP’s and executives can come in a variety of forms. They range from
the media, a disgruntled employee, an obsessive fan, protestors, stalkers or criminal
organisations may target you or your family. A full Security Threat Assessment can
be conducted and then any security system upgrades implemented in the quickest
possible way.

Residential Security Teams
Having a Residential Security Team (RST) in place gives peace of mind whether you are
at home or away from the premises. The RST can also be deployed to premises that
are vacant and awaiting sale or rental. Stratis Secure supply RSTs made up from Close
Protection Operatives who have a strong background in this field of the security industry, all
RST members are licensed by the SIA. The advantage of using Close Protection Officers
is that they can be used to manage any other security requirements you or your family may
have at that time. Our operators are personable, discrete and highly professional ensuring
you and your family receive the utmost protection 24/7.

Surveillance
Modern surveillance cannot be totally avoided. However, non-state groups may employ
surveillance techniques against an organization or individual, and some precautions can
reduce their success.

Covert Surveillance / Counter Surveillance Operators
We understand that an individual or organisations right to privacy is paramount. Stratis
Secure offer a full surveillance and counter surveillance package to assist in the tracking
of assets or simply preventing intrusion into your private life. Our operators have a wealth
of experience in these fields and provide only the best of services.

GPS Tracking
Worried about the location of a loved one, whether elderly or infirm or even your children?
GPS tracking is a highly specialised service delivered by only a few and Stratis Secure
can provide trackers that electronically ‘geo-fence’ an area, which if left, you will be
alerted immediately. We can provide real time tracking or historical tracking data, all
options are available according to your individual requirements.

Security Surveys
When moving to a new house, site, or office, a security survey should feature highly on your
family or corporate agenda. Why take the chance of not fully understanding the region, area
or building and not protecting yourself. At Stratis Secure we take a methodical approach in
assessing a location or venue’s vulnerability. We believe in options and choice, our clients
are provided with carefully considered recommendations that give them just that

Security Audits
Stratis Secure utilises business analysts and risk management professionals to undertake
variety of different surveys that identify vulnerabilities and threats that might exist for your
business; or help discover how and where your business is being taken advantage of. An
audit will give you a fact based account of any issues or problems within your organisation;

On-line Reputation Management / Social Media Review
Every person and organisation has an on-line footprint. The world thrives on utilising the Internet for business and networking – both
professionally and privately. This can be both a positive asset and a negative hindrance and one over which you have little control.
Such is the power of social media that in today’s world, hard earned reputations forged over years can be destroyed in minutes.
The speed and ease in which people express their views on-line increases daily and opinions are formed and published, often
without evidence. Without appropriate management, businesses and reputations can be destroyed without any consideration of
the consequence.

it’s the first positive step forward.
Social Media Analysis is a tool Stratis Secure can offer which monitors your on-line profile and that of your interests in a controlled

Security Advisors
Our operators are on hand to accompany and assist organisations wishing to establish
themselves Internationally or who are just undertaking short fact finding missions in third
world regions. Stratis Secure are able to advise on all matters related to security, providing
intelligence based solutions to perceived problems and dealing effectively with a realm of

manner - a specific and bespoke service that gives you a complete overview of what is being said on a weekly basis both on Social
Media and the wider World Wide Web.
Stratis Secure have the software technologies as well as the human expertise to understand on-line trends through 24/7 monitoring
of deep web and data sweeps. From this an accurate assessment can be made to ensure personal safety, assets and reputations
are not compromised as it allows time for additional measures to be taken. Analysis is documented and interrogated on a weekly
basis, allowing you to review the headlines.

possible scenarios you could encounter.

Investigations
The Investigational Team at Stratis Secure have a wealth of experience in dealing with internal investigations at a corporate and
criminal level, the collation and handling of evidence and the interviewing of suspects. Gathering of the best evidence can only be
achieved by thorough and complete investigational processes, something we pride ourselves in offering. This service is ideally
suited for those pre-empting reclamation through insurance companies.

Business Continuity and Crisis Management / Emergency Preparedness

Maritime Services

Stratis Secure can enhance your organisational resilience through effective Business Continuity, Emergency and Security

The need for trained and competent maritime security personnel is paramount and there has been a dramatic change in the way

Management Services, giving your organisation the edge when disruption threatens your reputation and services and enabling you

that the maritime industry thinks about maritime security since the imposition of the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS)

to explore new markets and environments with confidence.

Code in July 2004.

Our consultants have both academic and professional experience having worked in a number of environments and are fully

You’ve chosen the vessel, selected the staff and thought of the full itinerary can you be confident of your security provisions? Piracy

conversant with the latest ISOs and good practice including ISO 22301 Societal Security - Business Continuity Management

figures have exploded in the past four years. At Stratis Secure we have experience from dealing with negotiations and the protection

Systems - requirements including:

of vessels and their crews to International delivery escorts and mooring protection.

•

Identify and manage current and future threats to your business

•

Take a proactive approach to minimizing the impact of incidents

•

Keep critical functions up and running during times of crises

•

Minimize downtime during incidents and improve recovery time

•

Demonstrate resilience to customers and suppliers

Countering Industrial Espionage - The ‘Sweep’
INFORMATION is power; it is the life blood of any organization and business. Loss of it can be catastrophic. Where should
companies look for potential eavesdroppers? He, or she, can be categorized in a number of ways; they can be a member of some
Hostile Intelligence Service (HIS), a friendly foreign government, an activist, dissident, competitor, reporter, vendor, union, company
employee, member or official of your own organization or even a neighbour.
In brief, there is no standard description of an eavesdropper; he or she could be anyone. Stratis Secure have the capability to
conduct full and professional technical sweeps and are able to offer advice about your location’s physical security.

The service consists of three phases:
•

Phase 1

Client meet, where we discuss the client’s vulnerabilities.

•

Phase 2

Psychical examination and technical inspection of the site.

•

Phase 3

A post operational report, with all findings and recommendations given.

Finally there are two important questions for you to consider:

Stratis Secure offer a diverse and individually tailored service at all levels - both
personal and corporate. All our solutions are designed to suit each client exactly,

•

How valuable is your information to your competitors?

should you require a service that is not listed, please ask a member of our team - we

•

How would the loss of this valued information affect your business?

are confident that you will receive a positive answer.
‘Let Quietness and Confidence be your Strength’

Datatag ID
Datatag is the UK’s most trusted supplier of security marking
technologies and the power behind the construction,
agriculture, motorcycle and marine industries official
marking and registration schemes in the UK.
Datatag has protected billions of pounds worth of both
private and corporate assets since launched in 1992 and
continues to work closely with Interpol and IAATI (International
Association of Auto Theft Investigators) globally and PANIU
(Plant and Agriculture National Intelligence Unit) in the UK,
helping train officers in vehicle examination and identification
and also recover assets from around the world.
Datatag operate to the highest ISO standards, are a Secure
by Design accredited company, have Thatcham approval
and have both UK Home Office and National Police Chief’s
Council approvals. They operate a dedicated and secure
24hr international contact centre based in the UK.

Def.; Stratis - literally ‘Good Soldier’
Greek, from a form of the name Efstratios. Popular with early
Christians and borne by several saints in the Greek Orthodox Church.
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